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Live the history. Experience the luxury.
Conquer Rome in complete comfort.
Nestled in the heart of Rome, this impressive
Renaissance palace has been the seat of the
aristocratic Costaguti family for centuries. The family
commissioned the most famous Italian Renaissance
painters of the time – like Caravaggio’s master,
Cavalier d’Arpino, and the esteemed Zuccari brothers –
to decorate the rooms with elaborate ceiling frescoes.
The incredibly well-preserved frescoes provide
a museum-grade body of work, available for your
private viewing pleasure. Furnished with elegance,
refinement and comfort in mind, this one-of-a-kind
accommodation is unique both for its historic
characteristics and its exceptional location.

THE
APARTMENT

EXPERIENCE

The Costaguti Experience
is a large luxury apartment with
a vast living room decorated
with a ceiling fresco that illustrates
the Allegories of the Months
and the Seasons, a masterpiece
by the Zuccari brothers.
Its towering windows overlook
Piazza Mattei and its iconic
Turtle Fountain centerpiece.
The main floor has recently been
completely renovated with the
highest standards to retain all
of its historical characteristics
but integrated with state-of-theart comforts for a luxurious and
comfortable stay in the Eternal
City. This luxury apartment can
accommodate up to 14 guests in
its stately rooms, further enhanced
by a grand billiards room, a private
sauna, and a large living room that
overlooks one of the most precious
squares in the center of Rome.

The spacious bedrooms on the
main floor and on the mezzanine
guarantee privacy and comfort
for either an intimate or large
group of guests. The apartment
has air conditioning in all of
the rooms, complimentary WiFi
internet access and satellite TV
in multiple languages. To allow
our guests to stay connected
during their excursions outside
the apartment, we are delighted
to provide a complimentary tablet
for guest use, pre-loaded with
all the necessary applications to
enjoy Rome at its fullest. Under
a ceiling fresco by Cavalier
d’Arpino guests play billiards and
relax in a plush seating area in a
private billiards room. The kitchen
is fully equipped for guests to use
or to take advantage of our private
Chef@Home service. Both floors
feature fully renovated bathrooms.
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Apartment Main Floor
• Quadruple bedroom with sauna
(35m2): 1 king size bed, 1 single
bed, and 1 single pull-out bed,
sauna [ 1 ]
• Triple bedroom (30m2): 1 king
size bed and 1 single bed [ 2 ]
• Double bedroom (12m2)
with ceiling fresco by Poussin
(16th century) [ 3 ]
• Living room (70m2) with dining
table, fireplace and bar. [ 4 ]
Ceiling fresco by Federico and
Taddeo Zuccari: Allegories of the
Months and the Seasons (1598)
• 4 baths: 1 with tub shower, 2 with
shower cabins, and 1 half bath
• Billiards room (35m2) with billiard
table and seating area with ceiling
fresco by Cavalier d’Arpino:
Arming Aeneas (1630) [ 5 ]

MEZZANINE FLOOR

Mezzanine Floor
• Twin bedroom (11m2) [ 6 ]
• Double bedroom with
freestanding bathtub (13m2) [ 7 ]
• One single bed in the entrance
room (15m2) [ 8 ]
• Two baths: 1 tub shower,
1 shower cabin
Amenities
• Air conditioning in all bedrooms
• Satellite TV in the living room
with SKY (4k)
• TV in all bedrooms
on the main floor
• Complimentary WiFi
• American-style coffee maker
• Washing machine
• Dishwasher
• Nespresso machine
• Bar
• Safe
• Fully equipped kitchen

OUR
SERVICES

EXPERIENCE

The whole staff and selected partners
of the Costaguti Experience have
years of professional experience
welcoming guests to Rome and
look forward to looking after them
for all their needs. In addition to
our hospitality, we offer additional
services for a fee that can be
reserved in advance or requested
during their stay.
› Chef@Home
Our most requested additional service.
Reserve an authentic Italian dinner
and find the table ready after a day
of exploring the city – or live the full
experience! Our chef takes our guests
shopping for ingredients in nearby
shops and markets. Then back at the
apartment, (s)he’ll prepare the meal
while delivering a lesson in Italian
cooking. The guests are then served
the dinner as they enjoy their evening.
› Private Car Service
Request a private car with a driver
to visit the most popular sites in Rome.
Break free from the city and visit
Pompeii, Florence, or Tivoli
on a day excursion.

› Baby sitter
We’ve partnered with the most
reputable Italian network of babysitters
that has developed a special service
for us. Foreign language speaking,
highly trained babysitters will look
after children and toddlers while
the adults enjoy a night out.
Our babysitters can also take
them for a mini tour of Rome’s
historical center.
› Private tours
with an authorized guide
English-speaking, licensed tour
guides will take guests to the most
popular sites in Rome or organize
a personalized tour to visit the city’s
hidden gems. Also day excursions
to nearby sites like the ancient port
city of Ostia Antica or even Pompeii
are available.

OUR
SERVICES

› Yoga and Pilates lessons
An expert instructor will come
to the apartment for private
lessons.
› Personal trainer
To maintain our guests’ physical
regimen during their stay,
a personal trainer can assist
them with an exercise routine
personalized to their needs.

EXPERIENCE

› Wedding planner
For guests visiting Rome
to plan their dream wedding,
we canassist them with
organizing their special day.

› Personal shopper
Join our personal shopper
for a day shopping in the
best areas of the city. Shop
at the most luxurious and
prestigious boutiques in Rome
or peruse the hidden, local
craftsman shops to purchase
the best the city has to offer.
Complimentary Services
• 24-hour concierge service
and assistance
• 1st class transfer service
from the airport
• Complimentary tablet
for information and
Internet access

PALAZZO
C O S TAG U T I
IN ROME

EXPERIENCE

Palazzo Costaguti is a historical
building which dates back
to the first half of the sixteenth
century. Built for the noble prelate
monsignor Costanzo Patrizi,
it was sold to brothers Ascanio
and Prospero Costaguti, whose
heirs still maintain ownership
of the palace and the noble title
of Marquess. Powerful figures in
their time, the Costaguti family
was able to renovate the palace,
commissioning highly acclaimed
architects and painters from
Rome. Following the canon
of Renaissance architecture,
the palace features a piano
nobile (main noble floor) reached
by a stately, marble staircase.
The noble floor housed the main
public rooms for receptions and
parties as well as the master
bedrooms. The piano nobile
now occupies the Costaguti
Experience, entirely accessible
during your stay.

The interiors feature some
of the most famous painters of
the late Renaissance and early
Baroque who graced the walls
and ceilings with works of art
that can still be admired today.
The Costaguti Experience
boasts museum-grade frescoes
by several masters of the time:
the esteemed Cavalier d’Arpino,
a painter that commanded Rome’s
attention during the Baroque
period. He was one of the early
teachers of Caravaggio, Gaspard
Poussin, and the brothers Taddeo
and Federico Zuccari, innovators
of Italy’s artistic heritage whose
work can also be observed
in the main living room with
a fresco depicting the Allegories
of the Months and the Seasons.

THE
LO C AT I ON

EXPERIENCE

Piazza Mattei is a hidden jewel
in Rome’s old Jewish Ghetto.
Located in the heart of the
historical center, all of Rome’s
world-famous monuments are
within walking distance. During
the day there’s all the breathtaking
beauty of historical Rome: from
the archeological splendor of Torre
Argentina, to the quiet charm of
the Jewish Ghetto and Tiberina
Island which sits in the Tiber river.
The essential sites for every visit
to Rome are close to the apartment:
Piazza Venezia; the Colosseum and
Forums; the lively outdoor market
in Campo de’ Fiori; the Baroque
spectacle of Piazza Navona;
and the charming boutiques that
line the narrow streets of the
historical center.

Symbols of Rome like Saint
Peter’s Basilica and the Vatican
Museums, the Pantheon and
the quaint neighborhood
of Trastevere are also easily
accessible. By night Piazza
Mattei is a quiet oasis amidst
the bustle of Rome’s nightlife.
From tourist filled bars of
a transformed Campo de’ Fiori
to the endless offers of Trastevere,
where restaurants, bars, and
clubs satisfy all tastes in food,
music, beverage and lifestyle.
The most authentic Italian
espresso bars and cosy restaurants
with both local and international
sensibilities are located all around
Palazzo Costaguti.

